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10/2016-

Operative support - Fund raising unit
Foundation Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change (CMCC), Milan
•
•

WORK

•

10/201512/2015

Support to the research of funding opportunities for scientific research on climate change
(e.g. Horizon 2020 and international cooperation tenders) and related fields;
Editing of a bi-weekly internal bulletin with all relevant information about funding opportunities;
Support to the head of the unit for the coordination of national and European projects.

Research internship - Cycling Paths Bureau
Autonomous Province of Trento, Trento
•

•

Health economic impact assessment of different cycling scenarios in Trentino region and
Italy;
Analysis of mobility planning in Trentino.

2014-2015 Free-lance translator

Translation of categories, tags, products presentations from English and German into Italian for
different websites like UCG Australia and Ikea Switzerland

EDUCATION

01/201612/2016

Specialized Master in Green Management, Energy and Social Corporate Responsibility,
Bocconi University, Milan

12/201203/2015

Master in Management of organizations and territorial networks, University of Trento,
Trento

2013-2014

Erasmus at Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (EHESS) in Paris

09/200911/2012

Bachelor in Philosophy, University of Turin, Turin

Sustainability management (performance evaluation, reporting, strategy development); CSR
and social entrepreneurship projects management (CSR reporting standards, SROI calculation,
business planning); Energy policies analysis (RES, Oil&Gas, energy efficiency, infrastructures);
Field Project with FCA: Sustainable urban freight mobility in EU cities.

Territorial planning (sociological analysis); Governance networks and stakeholders analysis (qualitative research methodologies); Environmental policies analysis; Local communities development;
Thesis: three months field project in central Sardinia to evaluate the sustainability of the governance of Gennargentu National Park.

Anthropology of nature; Epistemology ; Aestethics of environment;
Thesis: Criteria for an aestethic judgment on natural beauty aimed to a landscape policy

OTHER
EXP.

03/201001/2011

sophy, aesthetics and arts.

09/2007

Jury Member for the “Leoncino d’oro 2007” award at 64° Venice Film Festival.

06/200708/2007

Set designer trainee.

Founder and editor of “La famiglia Johnson”: an online platform and magazine on philo-

Creation of fiberglass set design modules on the set of the Tunisian movie “Thalathoun” by Fadhel
Jaziri

LANGUAGES

Italian

Mothertongue

French

Proficient user.

Work in Tunisia and Erasmus at EHESS in Paris

English

Proficient user.

First Certificate in English (B2) passed in 2007.
I attended Bocconi’s Master entirely in English

German

Intermediate user.

Zertifikat Deutsch (B1) passed in 2012.
Study holiday in Berlin in August 2011

Spanish

Basic user.

Social and
economic
research

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Communication

Computer skills

Command of non-standard research
methodologies (in-depth and semi-structured interviews, partecipant observation...)

Trento University (team projects and the
thesis)

Basic knowledge of statistical analysis
(data collection and organization, sampling...)

Bocconi University’s field project (survey
preparation, sampling and collection)

Basic knowledge of modeling

Bocconi University (energy supply and demand and LCA of products). Internship at
Provincia di Trento (WHO’s HEAT model)

Content editing and optimization

Editing of the magazine “La famiglia Johnson” and with the translation of web content

Reporting (knowledge of the main standards in sustainabily and CSR reporting)

Internship in Trento and Bocconi University

Graphic design

Editing of the magazine “La famiglia Johnson” and other academic report.

MS Office (and LibreOffice): Word, Power
Point, Excel

I am a digital native

Adobe InDesign (the present CV is designed and done by me using InDesign)

Editing of the magazine “La Famiglia Johnson”

Wordpress (SQL Database, FTP client,
basic HTML programming)

Editing of the magazine “La Famiglia Johnson”

Atlas.ti (Content analysis software)

Trento University

Good user of the digital commons tools

I am a digital native who belives in digital
common goods

SOFT SKILLS

Autonomy &
organization

Philosophy teaches you to think autonomously; an Italian department of philosophy
forces you to be autonomous in practice. To survive to the disorganization I developed a
tidy mindset and a practical attention to details.

Fast learning

A multidisciplinary education teaches you to be a fast and autonomous learner. This was
useful also in my internship as a researcher in Trento.

Creativity &
Spirit of initiative

My heterogenous path shows that I like to challenge the ordinary and I often take the
initiative. That’s why I ended up founding a magazine, pursuing various interests and
switching continuously academic disciplines.

Team playing

I am a team player. I like a cooperative environment where I do my part, whatever it will
be, without meddle with the existing leadership. Often, in my academic team works, I
also took the responsibility of whole projects when other people were unable or unwilling to do it.

Flexibility

Academic team works (and flat sharings) teach me to be flexible: to reach a collective
goal you have to adapt to personal differences. Be a fast learner allows me to be adaptable. And philosophical patience does the rest.

Reliability

If I take a commitment I honor it. Period. It’s an ethical matter: the unquestionable fundament of collective life.

